Negative biases in emotional processing are a major characteristic of depression. Recent research has shown that such negative biases are evident in high risk individuals even in the absence of personal history of depression, suggesting that they may serve as key vulnerability markers of depression. However, the neural basis of these behavioural observations has not been fully explored. This study therefore aimed to (1) illustrate the neural processes involved in the categorisation of emotional personality-trait words; and (2) examine whether these neural mechanisms are biased towards negative information in high risk individuals. Risk for depression was defined by high neuroticism (N). We recruited a sample of high risk (high N) and low risk (low N) never-depressed young adults. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was acquired during the categorisation and memory for positive and negative self-referent personality-trait words (e.g. honest, rude). High risk volunteers showed greater responses in the right superior parietal cortex than low risk volunteers specifically during the categorisation of negative words. Moreover, neuroticism score was positively correlated with neural responses in the left anterior cingulate during the categorisation of negative words but negatively correlated within the same region during the retrieval of these words. These results highlight a role of the fronto-parietal circuitry in emotional processing and further suggest that negative biases in these neural processes may be involved in risk for depression.
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Introduction
Neuroimaging studies of acute depression have revealed abnormalities within key areas of the brain involved in emotional processing and regulation. In particular, major depression is associated with enhanced activity levels of amygdala, orbital and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex and subgenual cingulate at rest (Drevets, 2000 (Drevets, , 2001 (Drevets, , 2003 and exaggerated responses within this circuitry during emotional provocation, particularly to negative affective stimuli (Drevets, 2000; Fu et al., 2004; Gotlib et al., 2005; Sheline et al., 2001; Surgladze et al., 2005) . Such results are consistent with negative biases in information processing shown behaviourally in depression (Bouhuys, Geerts, & Gordijn, 1999; Bradley & Mathews, 1983; Bradley, Mogg, & Lee, 1997; Bradley, Mogg, & Millar, 1996; Gur et al., 1992; Mogg, Bradbury, & Bradley, 2006; Surgladze et al., 2004) , and with the cognitive theories hypothesizing the importance of such biases in the aetiology and maintenance of depression (Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979) . However, it remains unclear whether these neural and behavioural abnormalities represent long term vulnerability prior to illness onset, or whether they occur as a result of current or past depressive episodes.
One way to identify the neural and cognitive correlates of vulnerability to depression is to observe individuals who have a high risk for depression but have never been depressed. Robust evidence has suggested that neuroticism (N) is a key predictor for depression (Kendler, Gardner, & Prescott, 2002 , 2006 Kendler, Kessler, Neale, Heath, & Eaves, 1993; Kendler, Kuhn, & Prescott, 2004) and largely mediates the genetic risk for this disorder (Sen, Burmeister, & Ghosh, 2004) . In a recent study we found significant negative biases in highly neurotic never-depressed volunteers across a battery of emotional processing tasks (Chan, Goodwin, & Harmer, 2007) . Specifically, high N volunteers showed increased speed to categorise negative vs. positive personality-trait words and reduced positive memory intrusion in their subsequent recall. The negative biases seen in the categorisation of self-referent adjectives were found to be particularly important in predicting depressed mood 18 months later, explaining 87% of the variance in Hamilton depression score in interaction with recent stressful life events (Chan, Goodwin, & Harmer, unpublished observations). These behavioural findings suggested that emotional processing biases represent vulnerability markers for depression rather than occurring through prior experience or treatment of depression.
The current study aimed to explore the neural substrates of these emotional processing biases seen as a function of neuroti-
